
Technical Arsenal

Experience

Education

I’m a passionate graphics programmer, always aiming to make pixels as pretty as possible 

Up-to-date and in-depth knowledge of real-time rendering techniques. Acquainted with
offline rendering.

Experienced C/C++ programmer, intimate with graphics APIs (Direct3D 11, OpenGL,
OpenGL ES, Metal) 

Deep understanding of CPU and GPU hardware architectures, performance analysis and 
optimization.

Strong mathematics and computer science background. Fine observer and great Strong mathematics and computer science background. Fine observer and great 
team-player. 

GAMELOFT Bucharest. Rendering engineer. (2011-present) 
Currently developing current-gen console rendering features for integration in future 
games. Previously worked on:

Sniper Fury
Performed profiling and rendering optimizations. Worked with artists to integrate 
visual effects and new materials with rendering and gameplay code. Implemented simple 
bokeh depth-of-field for high-end devices.bokeh depth-of-field for high-end devices.

Brothers in Arms 3: Sons of War
Implemented high-quality depth-of-field for high-end devices. Extensive CPU and GPU 
profiling and optimizations for both OpenGL ES and Metal. Worked closely with 
tech-artists on numerous graphics features.

Captain America: The Winter Soldier
Designed rendering features to accommodate small package, including two different
shadow mapping methods for a broad range of devices. Implemented edge-detectionshadow mapping methods for a broad range of devices. Implemented edge-detection
post-process and material shaders with the aim of obtaining a comic-book look.

Blitz Brigade
Developed god-rays post-processing effect, and integrated shadow mapping for 
real-time character shadows. Successfully optimized shaders and rendering code.

University POLITEHNICA of Bucharest. Associate Teaching Assistant. (2012)
Elements of Computer Graphics Course
Taught computer graphics notions, prepared tasks and one of the four homeworkTaught computer graphics notions, prepared tasks and one of the four homework
assignments.

University POLITEHNICA of Bucharest, Faculty of Automatic Control and Computers 
Master's degree | Graphics, Multimedia and Virtual Reality (2012-2014)

University POLITEHNICA of Bucharest, Faculty of Automatic Control and Computers 
BSc., Computer Science (2008-2012)
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